| ROADS | • Thawing culverts on all roads where needed  
|       | • Plowed all gravel roads very slowly due to thawing 
|       | • Sanded roads where needed 
|       | • Hauled snow from troubled spots in town and Temagami North to eliminate flooding 
|       | • Started patching surface treated roads 
|       | • So far the thaw has been very good for PW, no big problems so far. 
|       | • Have started light grading on the Mine Rd in the areas that could be graded, PW will continue to keep the roads in as good as condition as we can for this time of year. |
| WATER & SEWER | • Grinder Pumps - repairs and maintenance on Pumps. 
|               | • Water and sewer lines frozen at Train station, PW and Brian Feeney worked together and it is now working again. The new sewer heat trace was looked at by the company, Brian has stated to me that the line was in working order but must be turned on in the fall (before it freezes) and left on until spring otherwise if the line freezes first the heat trace will not thaw the pipe completely from frozen. (Maybe a sign at the plug in would remind staff to plug in) Brian will reinstall the line when it comes back from the company and the staff at train station will be aware of what must be done in the fall and spring. 
|               | • The new water heat trace at the train station is ordered and will be installed when it comes in for approximately $ 800.00 
|               | • Shut 2 water shut offs at residenses in Temagami North after hours due to water leaks. 
|               | • OCWA invited PW to a Standard of Care Training at Riverside Place in New liskeard on March, 27th 2019 and I attended with some of council. |
| **EQUIPMENT** | • 1 ton was taken to Cobalt Car Clinic for repairs on signal lights and control handle, also replaced old license plates with new ones (lost one)  
• Loader needs new handle on front bucket lift, it was ordered and will be installed when it arrives at our shop (under warranty)  
• Trained 2 staff members on new loader  
• Changed valves on our Steam Jenny because we were having trouble with water transferring over.  
• Serviced T-14 Freightliner large truck with oil changes and filters, grease and inspect complete truck. We changed rollers and guide wheels on cross conveyor on T-14 on sander and serviced  
• Serviced T-3 Freightliner large truck with oil, filters, grease and inspect complete truck, we also had to change spockets and shafts, and install a new chain. Service done as well |
| **WASTE MANAGEMENT** | • Strathy Landfill – pushed domestic and wood waste |
| **BUILDINGS** | • |
| **PARKS & REC** | • Arena plants are shut off and ice is out, just have to wash pad off  
• Ice came off the roof of the Arena in huge chunks to the ground and fell into the wall. I called insurance after it was inspected by Myself and Monty for damage. We spoke with Craig also before calling. Adjuster showed up and after speaking to the engineer the Adjuster thought it would be safer to close the Arena down until we have it inspected by an engineer. This leading us to cancelling TAA meeting that was scheduled at the Arena and move the meeting to the Municiple office and theatre. PW had to rent an excavator to remove all the snow and ice away from the building so the engineer could see the damage to the wall, it was a 1 day rental. The engineer showed up and inspected from underneath the bleachers and said that the structure was fine and that the building was ok to reopen but no one is allowed to go under the bleachers. His report and recommendations is to be sent to the adjuster which I have not heard anything from yet |
- PW also had the Arena AED devise serviced by Temagami Ambulance and is good until March of 2020
- Have quotes coming in for Plug in's in the Zamboni room for heater install.
- PW also had some ice damage at the Temagami South Water Plant roof that pulled off the communication tower for the Temagami North Water Plant off, the ice guard was ripped off the roof which tore the stack for communications off with it. I called Ontera, OCWA, and a contractor to do the repairs because this an compliance issue with the MOECC and must work at all times. It is temporary fixed until nicer weather comes.
- PW helped the Building department serviced the snowmobile and is put away for the summer.
- PW insulated fire alarm panel at the Municipal office and installed desks for office staff
- PW removed snow from exits at the Ambulance building after snow was shoveled off roof.
- PW assisted the Temagami Fire Department with our loader for a buried gas metre at a business in town that needed to be shut off.

### CAPITAL PROJECTS (2019)
- PW paid and received fuel/wood permit from MNRF for the tree cutting at the Manitou Landing and the back parking lots. PW's would like direction from council regarding what they want cut down and how they want parking to be implemented, who ever does the work should be certified and have proper insurance for this work. What involvement does public works have in this project? Would like to make sure that we have a budget to complete the work.

### STAFFING
- PW has 1 Staff member still off on short term for a while longer

### BUDGET (Operations 2019)
- Temagami South Water Treatment Plant - 3 furnaces need to be replaced. Have one quote and waiting for 2 more.
- Going over Capital and operational budget for 2019